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Alkali halide rystals doped with ertain impurity ions show a low temperature behaviour, whih
diers signiantly from that of pure rystals. The origin of these harateristi dierenes are
tunneling enters formed by atomi or moleular impurity ions. We have investigated the dieletri
suseptibility of hydroxyl ions in NaCl rystals at very low onentrations (below 30 ppm), where
interations are believed to be negligible. We nd that the temperature dependene of the sus-
eptibility is notieably dierent from what one would expet for isolated defets in a symmetri
environment. We propose that the origin of these deviations are random internal strains arising
from imperfetions of the host rystal. We will present the experimental data and a theoretial
model whih allows a quantitative understanding on a mirosopi basis.
PACS numbers: 66.35.+a
For almost 30 years phenomenologial tunneling mod-
els have provided a powerful oneptual framework for
the understanding of both amorphous solids [1℄[2℄ and
point defets in rystals [3℄. It has been a widely aepted
belief that in the limit of large impurity onentration the
disordered rystals show glasslike behaviour. One of the
main interests in studying rystals with varying impurity
onentrations has been to observe the onset of glasslike
low-temperature universality [4℄.
In this work we want to step bak and investigate the
dynamis of supposedly non interating hydroxyl defets
at low onentrations in NaCl rystals. A thorough de-
sription of the properties of this type of material ould
then serve as a starting point for the modelling of highly
doped rystals with stronger disorder where the intera-
tion has to be inluded.
We have investigated the dieletri suseptibility χ(ω)
of NaCl:OH
−
at several low impurity onentrations and
at frequenies ranging from 100 Hz to about 1 GHz and
temperatures from 0.1 to 10K. A singleOH− - ion repla-
ing a Cl− an be desribed mirosopially by a simple
six  state model [5℄. The results show lear dierenes
from the naive expetation based on this mirosopi pi-
ture (f. Fig. 1). Espeially in the rossover region at
temperatures omparable to the tunnel splitting the di-
eletri suseptibility χ′ varies more smoothly with tem-
perature than expeted. This holds for all frequenies
and onentrations observed.
In addition, the damping, χ′′(ω), is surprisingly high
and hanges within a frequeny range where we would
have expeted the behaviour to be well desribed by the
stati limit ω → 0, in whih no dissipation should our.
This phenomenon has been disussed in terms of inter-
ating defets [6℄[7℄. In this work we want to restrit
ourselves to isolated systems and fous on the ourse of
the suseptibility urve.
Classially, the egg-shaped OH− -ion in a NaCl rys-
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FIG. 1: Real part χ′ of the dieletri suseptibility of
OH− doped NaCl at several frequenies. The dashed line
represents the theoretial expetation for isolated defets.
tal possesses six equilibrium positions between whih it
an move via tunneling proesses. This partially lifts
the sixfold degeneray of the groundstate. The defet is
thus modelled by a six-state system onsisting of poket
states whih are supposed to be highly loalized and to
be eigenstates of the position operator
~X with eigenval-
ues orresponding to the positions of the six minima of
the potential energy. We assign a tunneling matrix ele-
ment −a to the 900 - tunneling and a matrix element −b
2to the 1800 - proesses. This leads to three energy levels
Eg = −4a− b, Ea = b and Ed = 2a − b with degenera-
ies 1,3, and 2 respetively. The triplet onsists of states
with negative parity, whereas the other states have posi-
tive parity, suh that no dieletri transitions are allowed
between the levels Eg and Ed.
The total Hamiltonian of a single defet in an eletri
eld
~E and an elasti strain  eld reads
H = Htunnel + q ~X · ~E + γ
∑
i
ǫiiX
2
i
where the o- diagonal elements ǫij i 6= j of the strain
tensor annot ouple to the defet beause of the oper-
ators Xi and Xj projeting onto dierent and orthogo-
nal states. Here, q is the eetive harge of the defet
and γ desribes the oupling to strain elds and an be
extrated from measurements of the sound veloity and
-attenuation. For a detailed desription the reader is re-
ferred to [5℄
In the presene of elasti strain elds, the seletion
rules mentioned above remain unhanged whereas ele-
tri elds will mix the parity eigenstates, and dieletri
transitions between all the states enter the game. As a
onsequene, stati eletri elds lead to an augmentation
of the dieletri suseptibility at temperatures around
2a/kB, whereas the main eet of elasti elds is the
spreading of the spetrum and a onsequent attening of
the suseptibility vs. temperature urve.
From the above mentioned deviations from the naive
expetation, we onjeture that the OH
−
defets in alkali
halide rystals are subjet to random internal strain elds
in the host rystal, whereas random eletri elds do not
seem to be of great importane. Not knowing the origin
of these strain elds, we suppose them to be gaussian
distributed with zero mean and variane σ and alulate
the observed χ by averaging over this distribution.
We nd a very nie agreement with the experimental
data using for the sample ontaining 16 ppm OH
−
the
parameters σ = 1.57 kBK, 2a = 1.29 kBK and b = 0
where the latter is in fair agreement with preeding ex-
periments ( See, e.g. [8℄). With these parameters our
model ts the real part of the stati suseptibility very
well (f. Fig. 2).
The frequeny dependene of χ′ and the behaviour of
the damping χ′′ indiates the presene of additional re-
laxation hannels.
As relaxation through the phonon bath would be too
weak to aount for the observations (f. Fig. 3), we
onjeture that relaxation is mainly due to diret inter-
ations between the defets, even at onentrations as
low as 16 ppm.
The most probable andidates for the possible soures
of the strain elds are disloation lines within the host
rystal. With 108 cm−2 as a reasonable value for their
onentration eah defet would have an disloation line
at an average distane of about 10 Å. If we plug in appro-
priate values for the oupling- and the lattie onstant we
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FIG. 2: Dieletri suseptibility χ′ of NaCl de-
pend with 16ppm OH
−
at 10 kHz and t (solid
line) using random internal strain eld distributed
with variane σ = 1.57kBK. The 90
0
tunneling pa-
rameter a has been found to be a = 1.29kBK.
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FIG. 3: Imaginary part of the dieletri susepti-
bility χ′′ of OH− doped NaCl at several frequenies.
3nd an average interation energy of 5 kBK whih agrees
with our previous estimates.
In measurements of the temperature dependene of the
dieletri onstant of OH− doped alkali halide rystals we
have observed deviations from the behaviour one would
have expeted for isolated point defets in a symmetri
environment. Investigation of the inuene of random
strain- and eletri eld led us to the onlusion that the
experiment proved the presene of random strain elds
in the host rystal. The order of magnitude of the strain
elds needed to explain the experiment an easily be ov-
ered by a reasonable onentration of displaement lines.
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